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Ingeteam the first central inverter manufacturer to be 

certified to NTS UE 2016-631 (the new European 

network code).

Sarriguren, 8th June 2020.

Ingeteam has become the first central inverter manufacturer to be certified under the

Technical Supervision Regulation of conformity (NTS) with Regulation EU 2016-631,

specifically for its central inverters in the Ingecon® Sun Power range and its EMS Plant

Controller system. With this certificate, Ingeteam is getting ahead of the mandatory

compliance requirement that will come into effect once the draft of the Ministerial Order

transposing Regulation EU 2016-631 to national regulations has been passed. The

certificate was issued by CERE (Certification Entity of Renewable Energies), recently

accredited by ENAC (National Accreditation Entity) for the Technical Supervision

Regulation. 

 The NTS defines the test procedure for inverters and additional parts (CAMGEs) such

as the plant control systems and the importance of the certification of the latter with a

view to the validation and certification of the installations as a whole.

This certification confirms the quality of the functionalities of the Ingeteam equipment

for power grid connection and support. Furthermore, the company's customers will now

find it easier to quickly validate and certify their PV installations. 

About the Ingeteam Group

Ingeteam is an international technological Group specialized in electric power

conversion. Its state of the art developments in power and control electronics

(inverters, frequency converters, controllers and protections), rotative electric machines

(Indar motors, generators and submersible motor & pumps sets), systems

(electromechanical engineering and automation projects), and services (operation &

maintenance services), enables it to provide the best solutions in different sectors,

namely:  wind, solar PV, hydro and fossil fuel power generation; metal and mineral

processing; mining; marine; rail traction; waters; e-vehicle charging and power grid
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automation, always achieving sustainable and efficient energy generation,

transmission, distribution and consumption.

The company operates throughout the world, and is permanently based in 24

countries, with a headcount of 4,000. R&D is the backbone of its business activity, in

which 5% of its turnover is annually invested.

For more information:

www.ingeteam.com

Follow us on:        

http://www.ingeteam.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/9360054?trk=tyah&trkInfo=clickedVertical:showcase,idx:1-1-1,tarId:1430823616917,tas:ingeteam%20solar
https://twitter.com/ingeteam
http://www.youtube.com/channel/UClw6UQfVayy-jXSSBkd97Nw

